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Clover Hill VA Infant and Nursery School

It’s been another busy week in Year One as we continue to learn all about the life of a pirate! We 
found out some more information about Blackbeard and we thought about things pirates eat and 
jobs they have to do whilst aboard the ship. We also looked at some pirate ships and labelled the 
main parts including the crow’s nest, rigging and sails. Then we had a go at designing our own 
pirate ships and thought about what materials we would need to build a waterproof ship! 
In RE, we continued to learn about the Jewish religion and we thought about the special book –
the Torah. In this book, we looked at the story of creation and thought about the day of rest. 
We drew pictures to show how we rest and relax! In PE, we continued to practice our balancing 
skills with a bat and beanbag, as well as target practice by aiming a ball and beanbag into hoops 
to score points! 

Learning updates…

English 
This week in English we have been:

- Changing our class story to include our 
own ideas and thinking of new actions

- Finding verbs and nouns in our story
- Writing sentences to describe a pirate 

ship
- Thinking of new adjectives to include in 

our stories

Mathematics
This week in Maths we have been:

- Counting on from a number using a number 
line

- Practicing our number bonds to 10 and 20
- Finding one greater and one fewer than a 

given number
- Adding and subtracting numbers using a 

number line

Reminders…
* Road Safety will take place on Monday or Tuesday so
please ensure you bring a coat in case it rains. 

Vocabulary of the week

rigging        sail        deck       mast

Please discuss these words with your childJ

Next Week’s Rhyme…

A sailor

A sailor went to sea, sea, sea,
to see what he could see, see, see.
But all that he could see, see, see,
was the bottom of the deep blue sea, sea, sea!

Well done to those children 
who remember to read their 
phonics books at home – we 

can really notice the 
improvement!

J


